TIMING & SCORING SYSTEM FOR BASKETBALL

OVERVIEW

Timing & Scoring System for Basketball is a complete game control solution.

The FIBA indoor two-sided transparent glass shot clock is a brand-new development that features the most current display technologies.

The game clock and shot clock timer displays game time to 99:59 and shot times up to a value of 99 seconds. It can also count down from any preset time between 0 and 99 seconds. During the last minute of the period, game time is displayed to 1/10 of a second.

LED light strips around the perimeter of both sides of the display illuminate red when the game clock displays zero. A LED stripe on the top of both sides illuminate yellow when possession time resets zero. The last 5 seconds of the possession time is displayed to 1/10 of a second. Possession time tenth of second is displayed with smaller characters to facilitate better understanding for players and spectators.

The supplied operator terminal is fully customized for basketball and provides many specific enhancements in software design and usability.

The touchscreen terminal is flanked by a couple of handheld remote keypad controllers suitable for performing crucial timing actions by means of rock-solid mechanical buttons.

Top Features

- Integrated Timing & Scoring solution for Basketball
- Sleek, transparent double-sided Shot clock using LED technology
- Durable construction with glass faces
- Bright LED digits for excellent visibility
- Operation via large touchscreen entry Terminal and external Controllers
- FSTT timer device Primary & Secondary
- Build in shot clock buzzer
- Integrated backlights
SHOT CLOCKS SPECIFICATIONS

3510.934: Set of 4 FIBA shot clocks
3510.935: Set of 2 FIBA shot clocks

Dimensions: 716 x 1023 mm
Weight: 22 kg
Digits height: 30 / 13.5 / 16 cm
Power supply: 110 – 230 VAC
Operating temperature: 0 – 50°C
Sound power: 110 db
Certification: CE

CONTROL TERMINAL & TIMING SPECIFICATIONS

3510.901: FSTT timer PRY & SDY with entry terminals
including:
1x FIBA Timer Device Primary & Secondary
2x Entry terminals FIBA
1x Game time remote controller (Start/Stop, Horn trigger)
1x Shot clock remote controller (Start/Stop, 24/14s reset)
2x Power supply
2x Set of connecting cables

ACCESSORIES

3510.935: Set of 2 backlights for backboard
including:
2x Red lights for backboard
2x Yellow lights for backboard
Set of mounting material and cables

Also available:
- Game Time Horn
- Total faults per team table display
- Ball Possession display
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